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ABSTRACT

An objective method of determining and correcting phase or position errors in numerical weather prediction
is described and tested in a radar data observing system simulation experiment (OSSE) addressing the forecasting
of ongoing thunderstorms. Such phase or position errors are common in numerical forecasts at grid resolutions
of 2–20 km (meso-g scale). It is proposed that the process of correcting a numerical forecast field can be
simplified if such errors are addressed directly. An objective method of determining the phase error in the forecast
by searching for a field of shift vectors that minimizes a squared-error difference from high-resolution obser-
vations is described.

Three methods of applying a phase error correction to a forecast model are detailed. The first applies the
entire correction at the initial time, the second in discrete steps during an assimilation window, and the third
applies the correction continuously through the model’s horizontal advection process.

It is shown that the phase correction method is effective in producing an analysis field that agrees with the
data yet preserves the structure developed by the model. The three methods of assimilating the correction in
the forecast are successful, and a long-term positive effect on the thunderstorm simulation is achieved in the
simulations, even as the modeled storms go through a cycle of decline and regeneration.

1. Introduction

During the past 20 years thunderstorm modeling has
advanced as a tool for studying the dynamics and mor-
phology of thunderstorms. At the same time, new op-
erational mesoscale instrument systems such as the wind
profiler demonstration network, surface mesonets, and
the Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-
88D) network (Klazura and Imy 1993) are increasing
our ability to monitor the atmosphere at the meso-b-
(20–200 km) and meso-g scales (2–20 km). Although
the WSR-88D radar network was primarily intended to
provide precipitation monitoring and to allow for short-
term (0–30 min) warning of weather hazards, the radial
wind and hydrometeor reflectivity data from the radars
also represent rich sources of data that can potentially
be used to improve weather forecasts.

The improved modeling capability, data availability,
and increasing computer processing power lead to the
hope of increasing the accuracy of short-term (0–12 h)
forecasts of precipitation, thunderstorm initiation, and
severe weather hazards (Lilly 1990; Droegemeier 1990).
Quantitative precipitation forecasting and prediction of
high-impact weather events (such as severe thunder-
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storms, hurricane landfall, flooding rains, or aviation
hazards) are of particular interest.

A property of Doppler radar data is that they are
incomplete; that is, they only provide the radial com-
ponent of the wind (the radial velocity) and a measure
of the total hydrometeor density (the reflectivity) within
each sampled volume of the atmosphere. We seek to
exploit the information in radar data and, where pos-
sible, to deduce the unmeasured wind components and
other atmospheric variables. Some schemes devised to
use radar data involve retrieval of model fields not ob-
served by radar by making use of time series of radar
data and building on a horizontally homogeneous back-
ground state (e.g., Shapiro et al. 1995; Weygandt et al.
2002a,b).

Other approaches follow analysis and assimilation
procedures developed for larger-scale numerical weath-
er analyses by applying local corrections to forecast
fields based on surrounding observations (e.g., Berg-
thórssen and Döös 1955; Bratseth 1986). Data from
storm-scale observing systems, including radar, can be
added as increments to a background forecast, either
directly (e.g., Brewster 1996) or through three- or four-
dimensional variational approaches (e.g., Sun and Crook
2001; Gao et al. 2001). A difficulty in using storm-scale
forecast fields as analysis background fields arises from
the fact that small-scale features (such as fronts, thun-
derstorms, or outflow boundaries) may have been prop-
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erly developed in the model but are incorrectly posi-
tioned in some way as a result of an error in their prop-
agation velocity or the mispositioning of a mesoscale
feature. The objective analysis, retrieval, or assimilation
system must then remove the incorrectly forecasted dis-
turbances and rebuild them in the proper location. That
is a difficult task when the features are temporally or
spatially intermittent and an accurate estimate of the
background error is lacking at such scales. The scarcity
and incompleteness of data at small scales add to the
difficulty. Alternatively, one can try to correct the phase
errors in the background forecast. In other words, the
radar-observed variables can be used to determine the
position errors at a given time, and all the variables of
the background field then adjusted for those errors. This
process will, for the most part, preserve the atmospheric
structures generated by the forecast model. Furthermore,
without relying on any inductive or retrieval processes
necessary for time-dependent schemes, an incomplete
measure of the wind field, such as the Doppler radial
velocity, can have a much larger impact on the other
model variables. The phase-corrected fields can then be
used as initial conditions for the model, as precondi-
tioned backgrounds for objective analysis techniques
and retrievals, or as the first guess in iterative three- or
four-dimensional variational data analysis or assimila-
tion schemes.

The concept of directly addressing location errors has
already received some attention. Thiebaux et al. (1990)
noted that forecast position errors of major features were
negatively affecting quality control decisions in the Na-
tional Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) op-
erational models. Quality control decisions were im-
proved when the background fields were adjusted for
possible position errors before computing the obser-
vation–forecast residuals used in those decisions.

Mariano (1990) has developed an analysis technique
based on the consideration of position errors in the Gulf
Stream current and its ring vortices. Called contour anal-
ysis, Mariano’s technique involves the contouring of two
or more fields, the adjustment of the contours to their
optimal location, and the inversion of contour fields to
obtain gridded data. It is intended for melding of the
location information from different sources (e.g., a fore-
cast and satellite map of Gulf Stream meanders) and
requires a complete specification of the field from these
sources.

The idea of phase-correcting assimilation for storm-
scale models was presented and tested in some simple
one-dimensional models by Brewster (1991). It was
found that knowledge of phase errors determined from
one variable in the dynamic system could effectively be
used to update the system, correct errors in all the fields,
and improve the forward forecast of the system state.
The present work extends this idea and tests it in three-
dimensional simulations.

Hoffman et al. (1995) developed a method for ex-
pressing the error in a forecast in terms of a ‘‘distortion

error’’ consisting of a displacement of each analyzed
field (compared to the forecast) and an amplification of
the anomaly. Correlation maximization and rms error
reduction were compared as a metric for finding the
displacement error as in Brewster (1991). They also
show how this could produce new analyses from fore-
cast fields using data to provide the correction. The
method was demonstrated using single fields of data
such as Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) pre-
cipitable water (or integrated water vapor, IWV), Eu-
ropean Remote Sensing Satellite-1 (ERS-1) backscatter
wind data, and a 500-hPa geopotential height field. No
forecast experiments were performed.

Hoffman and Grassotti (1996) extended the work of
Hoffman et al. (1995) by performing distortion analyses
on the precipitable water fields of European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses
(on a 2.58 3 2.58 archived grid) made without those
data. They used the position- and amplitude-corrected
fields to make new forecasts. That study focused on
fronts and marine tropical cyclones in the otherwise
data-sparse South Pacific Ocean, on those large-scale
grids. They minimized a functional formed by

J 5 J 1 J 1 J ,r d a (1)

where Jr is a specific measure of the fit of the distorted
field to the data, Jd is a measure of the smoothness of
the displacement vectors, and Ja is a measure of the
magnitude of the displacement vectors. The functional
is minimized after transforming the data to spectral
space. The spectral transform and the smoothness con-
straints are designed to focus the displacements on the
large-scale displacement errors. Hoffman and Grassoti
showed that the distortion analysis improved the
ECMWF analyses by decreasing the differences be-
tween the analyses and satellite IWV observations. Fur-
ther, subjective improvements in the shape and scale of
frontal features were noted.

Alexander et al. (1998) used a technique termed dig-
ital warping to transform water vapor fields using SSM/
I IWV observations and the fifth-generation Pennsyl-
vania State University–National Center for Atmospheric
Research Mesoscale Model (MM5). The scheme is
based the on warping or ‘‘morphing’’ technique some-
times employed in animated motion picture production
to transform images from one character or shape to an-
other. It requires manually determined pairs of ‘‘tie
points,’’ which connect areas of similar features between
the observation and background field. The meteorolog-
ical fields are then transformed from the original to a
warped field by applying a cubic transformation of the
grid locations and minimizing the difference in the cubic
translation with respect to the translations dictated by
the tie points. For each test case the authors used 130
tie points to describe the warping of IWV fields in a
mid-Atlantic frontal system, a North Atlantic cyclone,
and the 13 March 1993 ‘‘superstorm’’ cyclone in the
southeast United States. The transformation was applied
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to all of the model’s moisture fields, and the resultant
fields were then used as part of the initial conditions in
the MM5. A forecast made with warping was judged
superior to a forecast made with no adjustments and to
a forecast employing nudging assimilation. Improve-
ments were noted in fields such as the surface pressure
even though the transformation was only applied to
moisture variables.

Huo and Strum (1999) have developed a graphical
user interface (GUI) to manually identify phase correc-
tions to apply to the U.S. Navy’s Coupled Ocean/At-
mosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS).
Their scheme can also remove spurious storms that are
identified by an analyst. Early results show that short-
term improvements can be made to forecasts by apply-
ing a uniform-in-height phase correction and removal
of spuriously generated storms. Testing was done on a
model with 24-km grid spacing that employed a con-
vective parameterization scheme. In their case, the ad-
vantage due to the phase correction lasted about 5 h
before being overcome by other forecast errors. How-
ever, as in the digital warping scheme, manual inter-
vention is required by this technique to identify the
forecast phase error.

In this work, an automated system of identifying and
correcting forecast displacement errors using high-res-
olution data is developed. The method is suitable for
gridded data without requiring spectral transforms, and
is flexible for direct and indirect observations. The
method is described in section 2 and tested by means
of an observing system simulation experiment (OSSE)
described in section 3. Results are presented in section
4, and additional discussion is given in section 5. In
Brewster (2003, hereafter Part II) the method is applied
to a thunderstorm outbreak case using observed me-
soscale surface network and radar data.

2. Phase-correcting technique

a. Introduction

Details of a method for correcting phase or position
errors in high-resolution, nonhydrostatic, numerical
weather forecast models are presented in this section;
they include the process for finding the three-dimen-
sional field of horizontal phase correction vectors and
three methods for applying the corrections to the fore-
cast fields.

b. Estimation of phase error

The phase correction method seeks a local translation,
described by a field of translation vectors, dx, that is to
be applied to the forecast field in order to shift and
distort it to match the observed data. Several methods
might be appropriate for finding the best shift vector;
the one used here is a minimization of the mean-square
difference from the observations. In previous work

(Brewster 1999) it was found that this produces better
results in simple numerical systems than a method of
maximizing correlation. This is consistent with our ex-
pectations, because, for example, a correlation-maxi-
mizing scheme would not be able to pick up a position
error in a field with a linear trend.

To minimize the weighted-squared differences be-
tween the observations and the background, an error
sum is formed over each test volume in the domain
containing observations:

n n21 2y os(|dx |l ) {H[F(x 1 dx)] 2 o (x )}i i, j iJ[dx] 5 a ,O Oj 2N sj51 i51a i, j

(2)

where oi,j is an observation, xi is the observation lo-
cation, dx is the horizontal displacement vector, and

is the expected observation variance, which, in gen-2s i,j

eral, is a function of variable, data source, and height.
The forecast field, , is smoothed by a nine-point filterF
in two horizontal dimensions (the smoothing is done to
avoid fitting small-scale noise to the observations); H
represents a transformation, if necessary, from the fore-
cast variables to the observed quantity. For example,
the transformation could be a projection of wind vectors
to the radial directions of a radar, the conversion of
liquid water and ice to reflectivity, or an integration of
moisture to obtain precipitable water. Each of the ny

variables is weighted by a, which may account for the
total number of observations of each type in the region
being considered (no) and/or the anticipated usefulness
of a particular variable in determining the displacement
error.

The multiplier on the right-hand side, s, is a distance-
dependent function that serves as a penalty for straying
too far from the original position. The function used
here follows from Thiebaux et al. (1990), the inverse
of the second-order autoregressive (SOAR) function:

21exp(|dx |l )
21s(|dx|l ) 5 , (3)

21(1 1 |dx |l )

where l is a length-scale parameter. For the work pre-
sented here l is set as

2 2l 5 0.5ÏL 1 L ,x y

where Lx and Ly are the lengths of the sides of the
summation test volumes (discussed below) in the x and
y directions, respectively. Finally, the functional in-
cludes a normalization factor, Na:

n ny o

N 5 a . (4)O Oa j
j51 i51

The normalization factor is to account for the fact that
observations may drop out of the calculation of J in the
special case where the test volume is near the domain
boundary and the test shift takes the observation outside
the forecast domain. This could otherwise artificially
decrease J just because the total number of observations
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FIG. 1. Flowchart for determining phase error field.

in the sum is decreasing, and could potentially lead to
a false minimum in the functional.

For the purpose of matching with radar data, the mod-
el hydrometeors are converted to reflectivity factor, Z,
based on the following formula, combining formulas
found in Kessler (1969) and Rogers and Yau (1989):

4 3 7/4Z 5 1.73 3 10 (10 rq )r

4 3 2.21 3.8 3 10 [10 r(q 1 q )] , (5)s h

where qr, qs, and qh are the forecast rainwater, snow,
and hail concentrations (kg kg21), respectively, and r
refers to the horizontal mean atmospheric air density in
kg m23. The Z is converted to reflectivity in dBZ, the
variable and units of the radar data, using

Z 5 10 log (Z).dBZ 10

The model Cartesian winds (u, y) are projected to the
radial directions for comparison to the observed radial
velocity data from radar, using the azimuth of the radial
direction and the local slope of the radar beam, follow-
ing a curving ray path:

dh ds
y 5 w 1 (u sinf 1 y cosf), (6)r dr dr

where y r is the projected radial velocity, r is the slant
range (ray path distance), h is the height above the curv-
ing earth’s surface, s is the distance along the earth’s
surface, and f is the radar azimuth angle. Differentiating
the equation for the height of the radar beam from the
four-thirds-earth ray path equations (from, e.g., Doviak
and Zrnić 1984) one can derive the local slope of the
ray path:

21/22dh 4 4 8
25 r 1 a sinu r 1 a 1 ar sinu , (7)e e1 2 1 2[ ]dr 3 3 3

where a is the earth’s radius and ue is the radar elevation
angle. From the grid point’s location with respect to the
radar and the four-thirds-earth model for the ray path
one can obtain the needed elevation angle and slant
range:

H cosS 2 k ae21u 5 tan and (8a)e 1 2H sinS

H sinS
r 5 , (8b)

cosue

where

4 3s
H 5 a 1 (z 2 z ) and S 5 ,radar3 4a

where zradar is the height of the radar.
The algorithm to find the shift field that will minimize

the error sum proceeds by dividing the domain into
overlapping test volumes. The size of the volumes is
flexible, and is determined by considering the data den-
sity, the scale of displacement error one is seeking to

correct, and the size of any discrete precipitation sys-
tems resolvable by the model. One needs to have suf-
ficient data in the volumes to make a stable calculation
of the error sum without being dominated by any single
observation. In contrast to that consideration, it is de-
sirable to consider volumes that are as small as possible
to accurately position the significant storm-scale fea-
tures, for instance, down to the scale of individual thun-
derstorm cells. Because of this conflict, an iterative ap-
proach using a cascade of test volume sizes has been
developed, and is illustrated in Fig. 1. First, the large-
scale phase errors are found using large-scale data and
large test volume sizes, and then the displacements are
refined to correct small-scale errors using smaller test
volume sizes and high-resolution data. In the context of
correcting a mesoscale forecast including thunder-
storms, one can think of the process as correcting the
position of a squall line first, then adjusting the relative
location of individual cells.

For each of the test volumes, the algorithm gathers
the data that lie within the volume. It then seeks the
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FIG. 2. Sample square error topology for rms-based shift correction
search at 2010 UTC 8 Jun 1995, including radar data. Plotted is the
sum of square errors divided by 10 for each i, j offset. Offsets marked
with a dot were not tested by the algorithm due to a lack of positive
results in that direction: (a) and (b) are for two separate shift data
volumes.

displacement in location of the grid that will minimize
the error sum [Eq. (2)] between the observations and
the shifted grid. The algorithm considers horizontal dis-
placements of the forecast grid in intervals of three grid
lengths in both x and y directions and for each of the
test volumes. Searching is refined to single-grid-length
shifts within a square five grid lengths wide centered
on a zero offset and in any other area where the value
of the test function has not exceeded twice the minimum
value found within five grid lengths of the zero offset.
Where there is overlap among test volumes, the com-
ponents of the shift vectors found in each of the over-
lapping volumes are averaged. The amount of overlap
(in the horizontal and vertical) is allowed as a user-
specified quantity, but overlaps of 50% in the horizontal
and 20% in the vertical seem to provide sufficient con-
tinuity. Where there are no data in an individual test
volume dx is set to zero for that particular volume (be-
fore averaging with overlapping regions and subsequent
smoothing).

This brute-force search method is chosen over an it-
erative minimization procedure utilizing local J gradi-
ents with the anticipation that the presence of individual
thunderstorm cells in the radar data and in the model
would not, in general, yield a smoothly varying field of
the error sum, and may have multiple local minima and
maxima. To illustrate this, sample square error topolo-
gies are presented in Fig. 2 for a real-data case using
radar and surface mesonet data. In the figure, each plot-
ted number represents the square error statistic divided
by 10 for each offset in i, j space. Topologies for two
sample test volumes are displayed; each contains some
radar data, but the topologies are quite different. For
volume A, the field is well behaved with a well-defined
trough containing a single local minimum (at offset 5
5, 4). For another volume, volume B, the topology is
more chaotic. There are a number of small values in a
region also displaying a number of large values as
‘‘noisier’’ thunderstorm data find their match within the
forecast grid. The minimum is found at an i, j offset of
25, 29.

The cause of the irregular pattern is shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 3. The square error field is relatively flat
and largely governed by the distance penalty where the
data in the sample volume are being compared to regions
of the forecast without thunderstorms (Fig. 3a). As the
offset testing approaches a thunderstorm in the forecast
grid (Fig. 3b), there are places where the forecast thun-
derstorm perturbation winds may oppose those observed
creating high values of J. A further shift causes the
forecasted reflectivity and wind to line up with the ob-
served fields and produces the sought-after minimum
(Fig. 3c).

Despite the lack of sophistication in the search
scheme, the searching is computationally very efficient.
The program, when used in a real case including radar
data with four search iterations, uses less computer time
than the objective analysis code.

The result of this process is a three-dimensional field
of horizontal shift vectors. These are interpolated to the
model grid from the test volumes and smoothed to pro-
vide a smooth transition across the entire domain. Six
passes of a 27-point three-dimensional filter are used to
ensure smoothness.

c. Applying the phase correction

Once a smoothly varying field of dx is determined,
it is necessary to correct the model forecast fields for
this error. Three different phase correction schemes have
been devised to accomplish this: a single-step shift, a
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the change in the error statistic for matching
an observed and a forecast thunderstorm. Low-level wind vectors and
arbitrary reflectivity contours. (a) Forecast and observed storm widely
displaced, (b) searching scheme approaching correct offset, and (c)
forecast and observation matched.

multiple-step phase correction assimilation (shifting in
small steps over a period of time), and the introduction
of a phase-correcting pseudowind in the horizontal ad-
vection terms of the model’s prognostic equations.

The transformation can be applied to one or more
model variables. When the transformation is applied to
multiple variables, the structure and local balances
among the variables generated or maintained by the
model will be nearly preserved, the exception being
those involving local gradients, which may have been
modified by the horizontally varying shift vectors. The
translation is applied equally to all prognostic atmo-
spheric variables. To avoid upsetting the hydrostatic bal-
ance in the base state pressure and temperature, the
translation is applied to the perturbation pressure and
temperature; otherwise, the translation is applied to the
total fields.

With the single-step adjustment method, the field of
shift vectors is used to distort the fields in one step,
before execution of the forward forecast. Due to the
averaging done in the overlap regions and the smoothing
done in the last step, the final field of shift vectors will
not be of unit grid lengths. The shift therefore involves

an interpolation process to find the value of variables
at locations not on model grid points. In the work pre-
sented here, a second-order interpolation scheme is em-
ployed for this task.

To ease the transition of the model to the phase-cor-
rected solution, the phase correction can be applied in
multiple small steps during the model integration rather
than all at once at the initial time. The total shift vector
is divided into N equal parts, where N is the number of
shift intervals during the assimilation period. For the
thunderstorm cases presented here, the adjustment is
done over a short time frame, 10 min, with a shift ap-
plied every minute, for a total of 10 equal steps. In
general the phase assimilation time window should be
no more than the life cycle of the individual features
being shifted, so for larger-scale applications, the win-
dow could be significantly longer.

Finally, the translation can be achieved by adding an
artificial wind to the advection terms in the model equa-
tions. The pseudowind then continuously advects the struc-
tures into their proper position during the assimilation time
window. For example, in the Advanced Regional Predic-
tion System (ARPS; Xue et al. 1995, 2000, 2001), the
forecast model used for this study, the horizontal advection
of a scalar perturbation, Q9, is written as

] j h
(r*Q9) 5 2u*d Q9 2 y*d Q9 ,hadv j h]t

where

r* 5 |J |r , u* 5 r*u, and y* 5 r*y.3

dj is a finite-difference operator in the east–west direc-
tion, dh is the finite-difference operator in the north–
south direction, is the horizontally averaged air den-r
sity for the base state, and J3 is the Jacobian representing
the stretching of the vertical coordinate in the vertical
direction. The overbar denotes averaging in the indi-
cated direction to account for grid staggering. In the
application of the pseudowind scheme, the u and y wind
components are replaced by

dx dy
û 5 u 1 and ŷ 5 y 1 , (9)

dT dTn n

where dx and dy are the x and y displacement com-
ponents, respectively, and dTn is the length of the as-
similation time window. It is desirable for the assimi-
lation time window to be large enough that the pseu-
dowind does not dominate the physical wind in the ad-
vection process. For short-lived features, this may not
be possible however.

Employing this technique in a model with an explicit
finite-difference representation of advection carries the
risk of violating the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL)
condition; that is, the stability limitation on the time-
step size must now include the effect of the pseudowind,
which could increase the effective maximum wind (or
phase speed). The maximum pseudowind or the duration
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FIG. 4. Forecast update cycle combining phase error correction and
analysis steps.

of the assimilation window could automatically be ad-
justed, if necessary to prevent such a problem. However,
in the experiments performed for this work, no such
adjustments were required, as the time-step limit for the
model was largely determined by the small grid spacing
in the vertical combined with vertical mixing and ad-
vection processes, which are not affected by the addition
of the pseudowind.

Although the addition of the pseudowind in the ad-
vection step might be viewed as adding momentum to
the system, this energy is not available to be converted
to other forms and is removed after the assimilation
window, so it should not affect the energy balance of
the system.

It is anticipated that the phase-shifting technique
could serve as a preconditioning of a background field
before the application of other analysis schemes. Be-
cause changes in amplitude are not applied in this
scheme, other methods will be necessary to complete
the correction of the background forecast to obtain an
accurate initial condition. Figure 4 is a flowchart show-
ing how the phase correction is applied using the ARPS
with the ARPS Data Assimilation System (ADAS;
Brewster 1996).

3. Observing system simulation experiment

In order to test the phase-error detection scheme and
determine which of the proposed correction methods
might work best in a numerical forecasting system, a
demonstration involving a thunderstorm simulation is
devised. The ARPS forecast model is run using a hor-
izontally homogeneous environment, specified by a
sounding launched at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, on the af-
ternoon of 20 May 1977. This case has been studied

from both an observational (e.g., Ray et al. 1981) and
numerical modeling standpoint (e.g., Klemp et al. 1981;
Klemp and Rotunno 1983). The ARPS model is known
to produce a supercell thunderstorm in this environment
when initialized with a single warm temperature per-
turbation in the shape of an ellipsoid, that is, a warm
bubble (Xue et al. 1995). In reality, a supercell thun-
derstorm developed on this day, and produced a dam-
aging tornado in central Oklahoma, in Del City. The
case is colloquially known as The Del City storm.

The model is run using a horizontal grid spacing of
2 km and a uniform vertical grid spacing of 500 m. A
domain of 98 km 3 98 km is used, in a reference frame
moving with the mean wind. This allows the simulations
to be run in a reasonably small domain as the storms
will not move too far from their initial position in the
model grid. For this work convection is initiated by two
distinct ellipsoids of horizontal radius 8 km and vertical
dimension 1.5 km, and a maximum positive temperature
perturbation of 48C. Two 2-h simulations are performed.
The two simulations differ in the location of the initial
warm bubbles. In the first, ‘‘control,’’ the bubbles are
placed at (56, 20) km and (56, 36) km and in the second,
‘‘verification,’’ the bubbles are located at (70, 14) km
and (63, 37) km. The goal of the test is to use simulated
radar data to correct the control simulation for its po-
sition error with respect to the verification run.

After the model is allowed half an hour to develop
thunderstorms, radar observations remapped to the mod-
el grid are simulated by ‘‘observing’’ the control run
with a radar located 10 km south of the model domain’s
southern boundary (66, 210). The radar observations
are simulated assuming the WSR-88D storm-mode vol-
ume scanning pattern (14 distinct elevation angles) and
observations are created only where the modeled re-
flectivity (determined from the model hydrometeor
fields) exceeds 10 dBZ. To simulate the superobbing
and remapping preprocessing of real radar observations
in ADAS, the data are taken on a regular grid corre-
sponding to the model grid. Gaussian random errors
with standard deviations of 1 m s21 and 2 dBZ are added
to the gridded velocity and reflectivity pseudo-obser-
vations, respectively. Although the storms are well sam-
pled, there are still gaps in the coverage due to the finite
number of elevation angles in the scan pattern.

In the application of the phase-correction scheme for
this demonstration, the Doppler radial velocities and
reflectivities are used as data. Because this test case
involves features of only one scale and a single high-
resolution data source, the calculation of the shift vec-
tors was done in a single pass with the domain divided
into volumes measuring 16 km by 16 km in the hori-
zontal and 3.5 km in the vertical. The phase-correction
volumes overlapped by 8 km on each side in the hor-
izontal and 0.5 km in the vertical.

4. Results
Figure 5 shows a horizontal cross section of the wind

vectors and vertical velocity at 30 min at a height of
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FIG. 5. Thunderstorm simulation at 30 min. Horizontal winds and
vertical velocities (0.5 m s21) intervals) at 4.75 km AGL. Distance
scale is in km. (a) Verification and (b) control. Bold squares indicate
the location of the maximum updraft in the verification run.

FIG. 6. Phase-correction vectors at a height of 4.75 km necessary
to correct the control run to match the verification run. Vector units
are km.

4.75 km through a subdomain of the control and veri-
fication simulations. The bold squares in Fig. 5b, and
subsequent figures, indicate the approximate center of
the maximum updraft in the verification run at the cor-
responding time. Due to the differences in the locations
of the initial temperature perturbations, we see that the
storms in the control simulation are incorrectly posi-
tioned relative to the verification, with the southern
storm showing a larger error. There are also some small
differences in storm structure in the northern storm, due
to differences in storm interactions.

Phase correction vectors identified by the position
error detection algorithm at the 4.75-km level are de-
picted in Fig. 6. Generally, the algorithm correctly di-
agnosed the position error, though there are some com-
promises in the region between the storms. This is due
to the close proximity of two storms requiring different
corrections and to the application of the smoother to the
correction vectors, which is required to make the cor-
rections vary smoothly in space.

The effect of the single-step phase-correction pro-
cedure can be seen in Fig. 7. The locations of the updraft
centers are handled very well, as are the vertical velocity
extrema. The northern cell is smoothed and spread out
slightly compared to its initial shape. This is especially
evident in the downdraft on the south edge of the cell.
The multiple-step phase-correction assimilation was ap-
plied in 10 steps over a 10-min window from t 5 20
min to t 5 30 min. As a result of that process (Fig. 8),
the positions of the storms were adjusted fairly well,
but the northern cell is not as quite as well positioned
as in the single-step case (with the updraft maximum
being about 3 km southeast of the maximum in the
verification run). There is a slight amplification in the
updraft maximum in the southern cell, and there is some
loss in magnitude of the downdrafts on the flanks of the
northern storm.

Figure 9 shows the storms after the third type of
correction, the advection adjustment, has been applied
in a window from 20 to 30 min. The storm locations
are fairly accurate, with an error in position in the north-
ern cell similar to that of the multiple-step assimilation
experiment, and there is slight amplification to the up-
draft in the southern cell and amplification in the down-
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FIG. 7. Thunderstorm simulation at 30 min (data time) for single-
step phase correction. Vectors and contours as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 8. Thunderstorm simulation at 30 min (data time) for
multiple-step phase correction. Vectors and contours as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 9. Thunderstorm simulation at 30 min (data time) for pseudowind
advection phase correction. Vectors and contours as in Fig. 5.

draft on the northwestern flank of the southern cell.
Overall, it appears that all three methods have done a
good job of correcting the storm position during the
period of assimilation.

In addition to examining the effect of the corrections
at the time of observations, it is important to examine
how the corrections affect the forecasts beyond that
time. Figures 10a and 10b show the prediction at 2 h
for the control and verification runs, respectively. This
is 90 min after the data were provided to the experi-
mental runs. During that period, the initial storms de-
cayed and a single storm developed from their outflow
boundaries. In the control forecast the resultant cell is
dissipating at this time (at location 40, 78 km) and a
new cell was produced on its outflow that is exiting the
domain along the eastern boundary. Both of those cells
are considerably farther north than the cell in the ver-
ification run.

The forecasts valid at 2 h for the single-step correc-
tion, multistep correction, and the advection correction
are shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, respectively. There
is little difference among the experimental forecasts.
They are certainly closer to the verification than the
control, in position and in storm morphology. However
the experiments show the storm at a more advanced
stage of splitting than the verification. There is a small
position error in the phase-corrected runs compared to
the control—about 8 km to the east. Considering the
nonlinearity of the processes that occurred in the inter-
im, the difference between the phase-corrected runs and
the control is remarkably small at this particular time.

Examining the time series of maximum vertical ve-
locity, shown in Fig. 14, reveals there is a difference
among the forecasts in that the phase-corrected forecasts

generate the second cell about 13–15 min before the
verification run. So, although the location error has been
corrected, a timing error is introduced. Given the sen-
sitivity of storm initiation to the strength of the low-
level forcing versus the convective inhibition in the cap-
ping inversion, this result is not too surprising.

The forecasts are quantitatively compared by calcu-
lating an error score, a sum of the root-mean-square
differences of eight forecast variables weighted to bal-
ance their relative magnitudes, namely,
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FIG. 10. Thunderstorm simulation at 2 h (90-min forecast): (a)
verification and (b) control. Vectors and contours as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 11. Thunderstorm simulation at 2 h for single-step phase
correction. Vectors and contours as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 12. Thunderstorm simulation at 2 h for multiple-step phase
correction. Vectors and contours as in Fig. 5.

22S 5 R 1 R 1 R 1 10 R 1 Ru y w p u

41 10 (R 1 R 1 R ), (10)qv qc qr

where R represents the root-mean-square difference of
the forecast from the verification run for the subscripted
variable [u, y, and w wind components (m s21), pressure
(Pa), potential temperature (K), water vapor (kg kg21),
and cloud water and rainwater (kg kg21)]. The differ-
ences are calculated over the entire domain except the
first point within the boundaries. Figure 15 shows the
total error scores for the forecast experiments. The phase
correction schemes are all able to reduce the forecast
error significantly by the time of the inserted data. There

was a rise in the error at the time of the most rapid
growth of the secondary storm in the assimilation runs.
This error leveled off as the verification storm strength-
ened. The assimilation runs maintain their advantage to
t 5 2 h. The forecasts have similar errors until they
diverge somewhat after 1.25 h when the advection cor-
rection run seems to have a slight advantage over the
other two methods.

It is of interest to consider the noise generated by the
various phase correction strategies, as it may play a role
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FIG. 13. Thunderstorm simulation at 2 h for the pseudowind
advection phase correction. Vectors and contours as in Fig. 5. FIG. 15. Forecast rms error score. See text [Eq. (10)] for definition.

Line patterns as in Fig. 14.

FIG. 14. Time series of maximum vertical velocity in the domain.
Bold line is verification, bold dashed line is the control run, dotted
line is the single-step method, thin solid line is the multistep method,
and thin dashed line is the advection correction method.

FIG. 16. Time series of domain-mean absolute pressure tendency
for the verification run and the three forecast correction methods.
Line patterns as in Fig. 14.

in differentiating among the schemes. Figure 16 shows
the mean absolute pressure change (Pa s21) for the ver-
ification run and the three phase-correction methods. As
expected, the advection correction, which applies the
correction continuously, generates less pressure noise
than the other two methods. Pressure tendency noise in
all methods is less than 0.1 Pa s21 within 8 min of the

last correction application. Although the phase correc-
tion runs initiate the second-generation cell earlier than
the verification, the role of the adjustment noise was
likely minor as early regeneration was produced in the
advection-correction forecast, even though it was vir-
tually noise free.
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5. Discussion

The radar OSSE shows that position errors in fore-
casts of thunderstorms can be successfully identified
using Doppler radar data, even with a simple scheme
for searching for relative minima. It was demonstrated
that it is possible to correct such position errors with
the phase-correction data assimilation scheme, and such
corrections can improve the ensuing forecasts, even in
a case involving storm interactions and secondary storm
development. An error in timing of secondary storm
development was introduced, but the experiments with
phase correction did correct the errors in the location
and morphology of the secondary storm.

The forecasts from the three correction methods were
quite similar. The advection correction method had the
least noise as measured by the magnitude of the pressure
tendencies. However, the noise in the other methods was
short lived and it is not apparent that the noise had any
significant effect on the subsequent forecast.

The approach of correcting the phase error by means
of multiple small shifts might be improved by using
higher-order interpolation methods. This would allow
the use of more adjustment steps (each of which carries
a price of smoothing), and allow the scheme to more
closely approach the result of the advection scheme
without the advection scheme’s risk of violating the CFL
stability criterion during model integration. Similarly, a
semi-Lagrangian advection method applied to the ad-
vection terms is desirable, as it could also eliminate
concerns about the pseudowind advection scheme vio-
lating the CFL criterion.

Given that the simulations presented here were well
observed (close-in simulated radar) and had one-to-one
correspondence between the control and verification
storm cells, it is recognized that the robustness of the
method has not been thoroughly tested. The penalty for
more distant straying from the background forecast lo-
cations seems to be adequate for preventing aliasing in
the presence of two storms, and the overlapping test
volumes seem capable of preventing large gradients be-
tween neighboring test volumes, but more complex sit-
uations may present themselves where this is not the
case. A more complex method of combining the results
from the individual test volumes may be devised to
better ensure the resultant shift vector field is well be-
haved.

The simulations presented here represent a relatively
easy task for many aspects of the scheme. In Part II of
this work, the phase-correction technique is applied to
a case using a complete real dataset and further appli-
cations of the technique are discussed.
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